IMPORTANT NOTICES
1. Construction materials as well as the service and
environmental conditions vary on different sites. Therefore
the present condition of the base material and the
suitability must be checked by the user. If the user is in
doubt, he should contact one of Würth’s Representatives.

3. All products must be used, handled and applied
strictly in accordance with all current instructions for use
published by Würth, i.e. technical instructions, operating
manuals, setting instructions, installation manuals and
others.

2. The information and recommendations given in this
Design Manual are based on the principles, formulae
and safety factors defined in approval guidelines,
published research results and Würth’s technical
instructions, the operating manuals, the setting
instructions, the installation manuals and other data
sheets that are believed to be correct at the time of
writing. The data and values are based on the respective
average values obtained from tests under laboratory or
other controlled conditions. It is the users responsibility
to use the data given in the light of conditions on site
and taking into account the intended use of the products
concerned. The user has to check the listed prerequisites
and criteria conform with the conditions actually existing
on the job-site. Whilst Würth can give general guidance
and advice, the nature of Würth products means that the
ultimate responsibility for selecting the right product for a
particular application must lie with the customer.

4. Würth’s aim is to always supply construction
material with a quality and function of the latest state
of technology. We therefore reserve the right to alter
specifications, etc. without notice.
5. The given mean ultimate loads and characteristic data
in the Design Manual reflect actual test results and are
thus valid only for the indicated test conditions.
Due to variations in local base materials, on-site testing is
required to determine performance at any specific site.
6. Würth is not obligated for direct, indirect, incidental
or consequential damages, losses or expenses in
connection with, or by reason of, the use of, or inability
to use the products for any purpose. Implied warranties
of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are
specifically excluded.
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